Product Brief

Trading and Compliance
Solution

Minimize Risk and Streamline
Trading With A Single Solution
In an increasingly complex, high-volume and
fast moving marketplace, risk occurs at
many points in the investment process.
Advent’s Trading and Compliance Solution
helps you minimize that risk without missing
a step.

Advent’s Trading and Compliance Solution provides a
stable, centralized location
for making and executing
trading decisions with speed
and confidence.

Comprising Moxy,® Advent’s industry-leading
trading platform, and Advent Rules Manager,®
the comprehensive solution for proactive
rules checking and portfolio monitoring, the
Trading and Compliance Solution provides a
stable, centralized location for making and
executing trading decisions with speed and
confidence. So you can keep pace with the
markets while adhering to client mandates,
your firm’s investment policies, and constantly changing regulations.
Moxy® and Advent Rules Manager®:
A Powerful Combination
With more than 800 implementations
worldwide, Moxy® is proven to improve
operational efficiency, with a seamless
workflow from trading decisions through
creation, execution, confirmation, allocation
and settlement. Built on industry-standard
technology, it’s easy to implement within
your existing IT environment. And it has the
scalability to deliver the performance you
need as your AUM or trading volume grows.
In tandem with Moxy,® Advent Rules
Manager® turns your trading policies and
procedures into automated processes,
eliminating manual labor and reducing the
risk of errors. It allows you to implement the
proactive controls demanded by regulators,
manage your clients’ complex mandates,
and improve compliance readiness across
your firm, from the compliance office to the
trading desk.

Comprehensive Capabilities
Asset allocation—Moxy® supports asset
allocation methodologies.
Powerful order views—Custom order entry
dialogs with full editing capability streamline trade creation.
Real-time views of trading data and cash
positions—Dashboards show you exactly
where you stand at any given time.
Comprehensive security coverage—Trade
globally in equities, fixed income securities,
and derivatives in a more streamlined
manner.
Maker/checker functionality—Enforces
functional security with option to require
trade approval by someone other than the
trade creator.
Multi-currency settlement—Traders can
settle in any currency.
Highly integrated functionality—Advent’s
Trading and Compliance Solution integrates
with other Advent solutions as well as thirdparty platforms.
Extensive pre- and post-trade connectivity
—Moxy® connects you with multiple custodians and trading venues, including more
than 20 algorithmic trading partners and
five of the top dark pools. Built-in FIX connectivity enables you to track trades from
creation through settlement through a single platform.
Trading compliance—The Trading and Compliance Solution supports preventive rule
checking for trading and portfolio composition restrictions.
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Order View: Use this view to create,
review, and edit orders, and to monitor the status of orders over the
course of the trading day

Critical Compliance Functionality
Comprehensive, preventive rule-checking
and proactive controls. Know when a
trade you are about to make falls outside
guidelines—before you make it. Check for
breaches in client mandates or industry
regulations and prevent violations from
occurring.
Proactive portfolio monitoring to ensure
portfolios continue to comply with client
and management directives.
Compliance reviews. The solution tracks
when rules are created and changed, providing you with the ability to report on past and
present issues, and assure your firm is in
compliance.
Comprehensive, automated record-keeping
and easier preparation for regulatory examinations, with flexible and easy reporting
that saves time and operational resources.
The system tracks when rules are created,
changed and applied, and by whom, enabling
you to report on past and present issues.

Rules home page. The home page gives you
a complete view into your compliance activity, updating you on any ongoing issues or
changes in rules.
Secondary approval: Rule override requests
are automatically sent to the compliance
team and require two approvals, which are
documented on the home page, improving
workflow efficiency and streamlining
communication.
Secure Connections
The Trading and Compliance Solution sits at
a critical compliance juncture, exchanging
sensitive data not only within the firm but
also with external counterparties. It provides secure connectivity with brokers,
custodians, and various trade matching
facilities globally (such as the U.S. DTCC) to
support best execution policies, fair allocations, and accurate settlement. It also
includes commission-tracking capabilities
so compliance staff can gain immediate
insight into where commissions are being
directed.
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Profit-Loss View: Use this view to
monitor your profits and losses for
portfolios, security groupings, and
individual positions. Profit and loss
figures appear in green and red text
respectively. If you have a pricing
service installed, green cell backgrounds indicate an uptick in price,
and red indicate a downtick.

Services and Support to Maximize
Your Productivity
Consulting—Our extensive technology solution, trading and compliance expertise will
assist you in achieving your business goals.
Implementation Management—Our carefully planned, proprietary implementation
methodology gets you up and running on the
Trading and Compliance Solution with virtually no risk of downtime, delays, budget
overruns, or business disruption.
Integration Management—We help you
develop custom interfaces, configure and
manage large volumes of data, and plan
deployment strategies for distributed sites.
Education and Training—We provide handson workshops, interactive distance learning
classes over the Internet, and training services to enterprises.

Demonstrate Best Practices to Both
Clients and Regulators
The Advent Trading and Compliance Solution provides a window into your firm’s portfolio construction, trading, and compliance
practices. By allowing end-to-end transparency into your firm’s processes, you are
easily able to meet operational due diligence standards and demonstrate best
practices to both clients and regulators.
The Advent Trading and Compliance Solution: a comprehensive solution for optimizing efficiency, accuracy and compliance
throughout the entire investment management process, from decision through settlement. In a business that keeps accelerating,
Advent’s single solution keeps you out front.
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Join the Conversation

Who We Are
Over the last 30 years of industry change,
our core mission to help our clients focus on
their unique strategies and deliver exceptional investor service has never wavered.
With unparalleled precision and aheadof‐the-curve solutions, we’ve helped over
4,300 firms in more than 50 countries—
from established global institutions to small
start-up practices—to grow their business
and thrive. Advent technology helps firms
minimize risk, work together seamlessly, and
discover new opportunities in a constantly
evolving world. Together with our clients, we
are shaping the future of investment management. For more information on Advent
products visit http://www.advent.com.
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